
A Collaborative Approach: 

How innovative documentation created 
partnerships with families..  



Gumnut Cottage:  

Located on the campus of Macquarie University, Gumnut 
Cottage is a part of Campus Life that promotes 
community connections.  



Family Time and Expectation 

- An expectation that is based on routine less then 
education 

- Working Australian families are limited in time to 
communicate at the end of the day. The priority 
becomes communicating about bottles, sleep etc.  

- QUESTION: How can we strengthen the connection 
and build understanding about the role of early 
childhood education and care.  

 

 



A collaborative approach:  

- Acknowledging a child’s sense of belonging comes 
from their connections with others. 

  

      “children belong first to a family, a 

      cultural group, a neighbourhood, 

      and a wider community” 

 

           (DEEWR, 2009)  
 

 



A collaborative approach:  

- Bringing together the influences to work consistently 
towards the development of the child.  

  

        Questioning, discussing and  
        building learning with peers,  
        educators and families    
        together…  

     
 



The Beginning of a Journey:  

- Inspired by a short clip of friendship…  
  

             
 

Play mates and 

companions provide 

social interaction and 

enrichment to life 

(Lawhon, 1997).  



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 
  

             
 

“Infants actively seek relationships 

from the moment of birth”(Sims & 

Hutchins, 2011, p187).  

 

Infants and toddlers when given 

the choice will more often choose 

to be with a peer group (Ross, 

1982).  



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 
  

             
 

Friendship development leads to 

pro-social behaviours such as the 

ability to empathize and care for 

others (Lawhon, 1997).  

 

Infants and toddlers can motivate 

learning from each other 

(Cummings et al, 2011). 



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 
  

             
 

Children are more likely to engage 

socially once they have learnt to 

walk. (Clearfield, 2011; Clearfield 

& OsBourne, 2008).  

This research encouraged us to 

remove age from our 

consideration of social 

development and consider instead 

physical capacity.  



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 
  

            Plan for an environment that 

              promotes physical 
               development.  

 



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 

Imitation is a way of entering 

play and building on friendships 

with peers (Fawcett & 

Liszowski, 2009; Whaley & 

Rubenstein, 1994; Shin, 2010).  



Innovative Documentation:  

- Planning for children based on research and discussion 

But sharing and turn taking is a 

skill to be learnt. Our role as 

educators is to know when to 

enter in and out of play to 

support the development of 

friendships.  



The Movie Night:  

“Using video will allow us to see part of our children’s lives 
we felt like we were missing out on” (parent) 



The Movie Night:  

It was an opportunity for the children to also revisit their 
learning. A highlight being Hugo approach the screen with 
excitement, pointing to himself! 



The Movie Night:  

“We had no idea you did so much each day with our 
children” (parent) 



The Movie Night:  

“You should use this content to share with other centres. 
It’s such important work” (parent) 



The Movie Night:  

“It’s amazing to think they have such close friends already” 
(parent) 



Results:  

We extended on our sense of belonging…Our community 
of learners was existent not only amongst peers and 
educators, but also with families. We came together as 
one.  

Our connected and confident 

children their own community in 

play, inspiring connections in their 

wider community. 



Results:  

We received feedback afterwards…  

Can you please pass our thanks to the Blue Room staff and everyone who was involved in 

last nights movie night. 

What a brilliant night it was.  A first for the blue room family to mingle and start to "talk" to 

each other, which is always difficult in the early rooms being that the children don't talk to us 

about their friends thus the parents usually don't know each other well. 

It was lovely to have the nibbles outside and see the children playing and the adults talking, 

learning and engaging together. 

It was sweet to look around the room when the movie started and see that there was no child 

that was clingy to their parent. Children were freely walking around, sitting on carers knee 

without concerns. Gumnut Blue room is part of their family in the children’s eyes and last night 

reinforced that as they saw their families, siblings and carers come together for them. 

Samantha (Olivia’s mum) 



Results:  

We received feedback afterwards…  

We learnt so much about their friendships. We learnt about some aspects of what the children 

learn during their time in the blue room. We have had 3 children go through Gumnut, and so it 

was interesting to see that Maxwell seems more socially linked. Do you think that perhaps 

because so many children in the blue room have older siblings, that might have an impact 

onto their friendship development? 

Matthew and Anne (Maxwell’s parents) 

 



Moving Forward:  

A format for exploring research based project… 

 

A belief in the benefits of collaboration within the industry, 
with children, with educators and with families… 

 

A belief in the concept of a community of learners, with 
each of us bringing content to the table for the child…  



Questions:  

? 

?? 

??? 
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